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1: Identify three correct statements of a multi-org setup. (Choose three.)
A. A Government Reporting Entity (GRE)/Legal Entity can point to one and only one Set of Books.
B. Inventory Orgs can be associated directly with a GRE/Legal Entity.
C. The creation of a Master Inventory organization is mandatory.
D. One and only one Operating Unit can be associated with a GRE/Legal Entity.
E. One Set of Books can have one or many GRE's/Legal Entities associated with it.
Correct Answers: A C E

2: ABC Corp. has set up the Asset Category key flexfield. It has also set up a descriptive flexfield to store vehicle information associated with the asset category "Vehicle." Identify two correct statements. (Choose two.)
A. The setting up of the descriptive flexfield is mandatory.
B. The Asset Category flexfield is owned by the Oracle Assets module.
C. The descriptive flexfield is associated with tables in the Oracle Assets module.
D. Only the Asset Category flexfield is associated with tables in the Oracle Assets module.
Correct Answers: B C

3: ABC Corp. is implementing 11i Oracle Applications. The company has two local administrators in separate locations. They need to ensure that only a relevant set of users is visible to each of these local administrators. Which action will meet the requirement?
A. create a separate role for each local administrator
B. specify user administration privileges in Oracle User Management
C. use Data Security to provide relevant access to each local administrator
D. use Function Security to provide relevant access to each local administrator
Correct Answers: B

4: Which are the two options to which a menu can be assigned? (Choose two.)
A. menu
B. functions
C. data group
D. responsibility
E. functional group
Correct Answers: A D

5: Identify two correct options regarding subscription processing. (Choose two.)
A. processes user response
B. processes function activities
C. passes information to Notification Mailer
D. sends event information to a workflow process
E. include the task of executing custom code on the event information
6: Identify three correct statements regarding Oracle E-Business Suite. (Choose three.)
A. It can run entirely on the Internet.
B. A minimum of two modules needs to be implemented for an organization.
C. It is engineered to work as an integrated system on a single IT infrastructure.
D. It supports multi-directional flows of business information within an organization.
Correct Answers: A C D

7: Which tier in Oracle E-Business Suite is responsible for storing application data?
A. database tier
B. application tier
C. client (desktop) tier
D. both database tier and application tier
Correct Answers: A

8: Identify two tasks of the Application tier in 11i Oracle Applications architecture. (Choose two.)
A. process business logic
B. store business logic in the database
C. retrieve business logic from the database
D. manage communication between desktop/client tier and database tier
Correct Answers: A D

9: Paul wants to log in to 11i Oracle Applications. Identify the first server to which his request would go.
A. Web server
B. Reports server
C. Administration server
D. Concurrent Processing server
Correct Answers: A

10: ABC Corp. is installing 11i Oracle Applications on two nodes A and B. On Node A, it has installed the Forms server, Web server, and Administration server. On Node B, it has installed the Concurrent Processing server. By default, on which node would the Reports server be installed?
A. Node A
B. Node B
C. neither of the nodes
D. both Node A and Node B
Correct Answers: B

11: Identify three features of shared entities. (Choose three.)
A. enable one-time definition of objects
B. are referenced by several Oracle Application modules
C. are defined in each Oracle Application module separately

D. are owned by a single Oracle Application module for table purposes only
E. are owned by a single Oracle Application module to designate the primary user or decision maker

Correct Answers: A B D

12: ABC Corp. has configured 11i Oracle Applications for the English language. It is now planning to commence operations in France and so wants the same instance to be available in French as well. It can accomplish this task by using _____.
A. Oracle Configurator
B. Oracle General Ledger
C. Application Object Library
D. Oracle Human Resources

Correct Answers: C

13: ABC Corp. has many service requests and tasks that have not met customer requirements. Using CRM Application Foundation module, identify the component that helps ABC Corp. designate resources who will own and work on the task.
A. Task Manager
B. Resource Manager
C. Escalation Manager
D. Assignment Manager

Correct Answers: D

14: Which two statements are true regarding ownership of shared entities? (Choose two.)
A. Customers is owned by Oracle Human Resources whereas Locations is owned by Oracle Receivables.
B. Items is owned by Oracle Purchasing whereas Locations is owned by Oracle Receivables.
C. Sales Force is owned by Oracle Order Management whereas Employees is owned by Oracle Human Resources.
D. Set of books is owned by Oracle General Ledger whereas Locations is owned by Oracle Human Resources.
E. Suppliers is owned by Oracle Purchasing whereas Units of Measure is owned by Oracle Inventory.

Correct Answers: D E

15: XYZ Corp. is in the business of manufacturing cosmetics. It obtains and pays for raw materials.
Which business flow in Oracle E-Business Suite would map to the above activities of obtaining and paying for raw materials?
A. Order to Cash
B. Procure to Pay
C. Forecast to Plan
D. Demand to Build
E. Contract to Renewal
16: Which business flow is used for activities starting from customer registration, to setting up of product catalogs and targeted storefronts, and finally to capturing of the order?
A. Click to Order
B. Order to Cash
C. Campaign to Order
D. Contract to Renewal
Correct Answers: A

17: XYZ Corp. has shipped goods against purchase orders to ABC Corp. ABC Corp. now has to pay for the goods received as also account and reconcile the transaction. Which are the 11i Oracle Application modules involved in these activities for ABC Corp.? (Choose all that apply.)
A. Payables only
B. Purchasing only
C. Order Management, General Ledger, and Cash Management
D. Purchasing, Payables, General Ledger, and Cash Management
Correct Answers: A D

18: Identify three features of Multi-Org. (Choose three.)
A. The data can be logically partitioned.
B. Users can be assigned to specific organizations.
C. It defines organizations and the relationships between them.
D. Multiple installations of Oracle Application products are needed.
E. It enables at most two business units to use a single installation of Oracle Applications.
Correct Answers: A B C

19: Which option provides a hierarchy of data security across lines of business?
A. Alerts
B. Multi-Org
C. Flexfields
D. Shared entities
E. Business Intelligence
Correct Answers: B

20: Which organizations can post to the same set of books?
A. those organizations that share the same functional currency, calendar and accounting flexfield structure
B. those organizations that share the same currency but do not share the same calendar and accounting flexfield structure
C. those organizations that share the same accounting flexfield structure but do not share the same calendar and functional currency
D. those organizations that share the same calendar but do not share the same functional currency and accounting flexfield structure
Correct Answers: A